Overview of High Field Side Lower Hybrid Current Drive for Off-axis Current Drive Experiment in DIII-D

S.J. WUKITCH, A. SELTZMAN, Y. LIN, MIT PSFC, C. HOLCOMB, LLNL, R.I. PINSKER, GA — A key enabling technology for economical, steady state tokamak is developing efficient, robust off axis current drive compatible with the harsh reactor environment. DIII-D provides an opportunity to investigate high field side launch lower hybrid waves (HFS LHCD) for off axis current drive. The HFS launch position was selected to balance the effects of toroidicity and poloidal field up/down shift to improve wave penetration and allow single pass absorption in region $\rho 0.6-0.8$ with peak current density approaching 0.4 MA/m$^2$. Simulations indicate wave penetration will be strongly influenced by local $q$ value. In AT discharges, the wave penetration is dominated by the poloidal upshift resulting in good wave penetration. Several technical challenges needed to be addressed to implement HFS LHCD coupler in DIII-D. The center post tile thickness needed to be increased to accommodate the coupler. The waveguide routing required a minimal number of flanges and flanges that were both vacuum tight and have good RF contacts. The latest simulations, design and system status will be presented.
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